EMPLOYMENT LAW & PRACTICE IN CHINA
Andreas Lauffs

With the passing of the new Employment Contract Law effective as of 1st January 2008 and a raft of other related laws, the landscape for businesses in China has completely changed. The demand for labour is growing and the legal landscape evolving. China’s increasing status has meant that almost all the major corporations in the world have a presence in China. This title provides the information you need to navigate China’s evolving employment marketplace.

- Provides practical and analytical commentary on the key issues faced by businesses
- Covers the impact and the changes brought about by the new Employment Contract Law
- Essential for successful operations in China’s evolving landscape.
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BILINGUAL COMMON LAW

Extracts From Employment Cases
The Honourable Mr Justice Patrick Chan PJ

This third volume of the eminent Bilingual Common Law Series features extracts from carefully selected judicial decisions on employment law and translations of these extracts. The decisions are authorities for salient principles of various aspects of employment law including: the nature and terms of contracts of employment; continuity of employment; breach and termination of contracts of employment (including constructive dismissal and summary dismissal); remuneration and claims for payments; and the jurisdiction, role and procedural aspects of the Labour Tribunal.

- Designed to facilitate the usage of case-law in an increasingly bilingual environment
- Saves lawyers the trouble of arranging time-consuming and expensive translations for submissions to Court
- It will also help lawyers explain the law to clients.

Sweet & Maxwell
Nov 2006 978 962 661222 4 Hardback
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EMPLOYMENT LAW AND PRACTICE IN HONG KONG

Rick Glofcheski, Farzanna Aslam and author team  NEW

This text provides a fully comprehensive practitioner work on Employment Law.

It establishes a definitive framework for the law and its relations in Hong Kong, including history, social and economic determinants, legislation and government policy, essential for a complete understanding of the subject.

- Includes the key terms and developments of the contract of employment, the employment relationship, health and safety at work, privacy issues at the workplace, remuneration benefits, leave entitlements, employee obligations, employees' positions/rights on change of ownerships, employer insolvency, collective agreements, discrimination, government contracts and dispute resolution

- Up-to-date with recent HK legislation, including the Race Discrimination Ordinance, gazetted in July 2008.

Sweet & Maxwell

July 2010   978 9 626 61350 4   Hardback
HK$3,500 TBC
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1 Measures employers should take in relation to swine flu to ensure they are providing a safe system of work to employees
2 Consequences of failing to provide a safe system of work.
3 Leave entitlement, such as where an employee is suspected of having swine flu or family member has swine flu
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INFLUENZA A (H1N1) PRACTICAL STRATEGIES FOR EMPLOYERS IN HONG KONG

Pattie Walsh, Alison Smith  NEW

The World Health Organisation recently classified swine flu as an international pandemic. Businesses need to conduct a self-audit and develop contingency plans to deal with the outbreak. Employers need to be aware of their potential liability to employees should they fail to provide a safe system of work, discriminate against employees with swine flu or breach data privacy regulations.

- Useful checklists and case studies to help practitioners implement their own policies
- A reassuring outline of all the legal responsibilities, highlighting how guidelines differ depending on the staff role
- A useful reference for developing and implementing strategies in all countries and work places.
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COMPLYING WITH SARBANES-OXLEY’S WHISTLEBLOWER PROVISIONS

Leading Lawyers on Understanding Whistleblower Provisions, Complying with Key Regulations, and Responding to Claims (Inside the Minds)

Multiple Authors  NEW

Helpful insight for understanding the whistleblower provisions under Section 806 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and effectively complying with those regulations.

- Guides the reader through the intricacies of SOX as it relates to whistleblower protections and discusses the impact of key SOX discrimination cases
- Advice on establishing effective compliance programs to limit employer liability when handling whistleblower complaints
- Offers strategies for each stage of a whistleblower discrimination case.
EMPLOYING INTERNATIONAL WORKERS

Leading Lawyers on Developing an Immigration Strategy, Managing Compliance, and Understanding Recent Trends and Developments (Inside the Minds)

Multiple Authors

This title outlines the important best practices for hiring foreign nationals in today’s economic and political climate and discusses the factors driving employment-based immigration today.

- Offers tips on how to manage the process for employers, from structuring the initial recruitment to understanding different visa classifications
- Highlights strategies on managing the timeline and client expectations when it comes to hiring a foreign national
- Discusses recent developments and best practices for employers to remain in compliance with current immigration regulations.

WRONGFUL DISMISSAL HANDBOOK

5th edition

The Hon. Mr. Justice John R. Sproat

This practical handbook provides a straightforward treatment of wrongful dismissal law for the lawyer and human resources professional alike.

Timely, accurate and practical information on:

- The employment contract
- What constitutes just cause for dismissal and constructive dismissal
- Reasonable notice periods and harassment in the workplace.

NAVIGATING THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR’S CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Leading Lawyers on Key Stages in the Certification Process, the Role of Employers, and Recent Trends and Developments (Inside the Minds)

Multiple Authors

Specialists guide the reader through the different phases of the labour certification process and the key considerations for each phase, revealing their advice on how to work with clients throughout the course of the process, including effectively managing timing and costs.

- Provides a comprehensive overview of how the labour certification process works today
- Advice on approaching each step of the process and working with the key players.

DISCRIMINATION AND THE LAW

William Pentney

Discrimination and the Law is a comprehensive review of human rights issues. This valuable reference tool contains:

- A legal history of discrimination in Canada and the definitions of discrimination and affirmative action
- An exhaustive analysis of case law - from every board of inquiry, tribunal or court, including illuminating comparisons to British and American practice
- Practical insights into the administration and enforcement of human rights legislation.
DISCRIMINATION LAW AND PRACTICE IN HONG KONG

Duncan Abate and author team

A definitive publication on discrimination law in Hong Kong.

- Provides a technical approach to exploring and analysing legal arguments
- Examines the legislation and authorities from overseas jurisdictions for useful insight into potential legislation
- Discusses practical issues as well as incorporating relevant Hong Kong legislation and the Race Discrimination gazette in July 2008.
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EMERGING ISSUES IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

Government Officials on Attracting and Maintaining Talent, Preparing for the Retirement of Baby Boomers, and Overcoming Skills Shortages (Inside the Minds)

Multiple Authors

Important insight on the strategic thinking needed to compete with the private sector for top talent and maintain high-level employees.

- Provides a broad yet comprehensive overview of the unique challenges facing government departments of human resources as the Baby Boomer generation retires and skill deficiencies grow
- Highlights the importance of recruiting, retaining, and rewarding government employees
- Also offers advice for keeping the workplace a safe and positive environment.

Aspatore
May 2009 978 0 314 90415 7 Paperback HK$800

CONFIDENTIALITY

2nd edition Supplement Service

The Hon Mr Justice R.G Toulson, Charles Phipps Barrister

This work pulls together a disparate subject to provide comprehensive guidance on the law of confidentiality and its impact on different areas of law. It also deals with confidentiality in relation to particular professions, including medical advisers, bankers, employees and lawyers, and covers confidentiality in the legal process.

- Details what can and cannot be protected as confidential, and what constitutes abuse of confidential information
- Explains how confidentiality affects different professions and illustrates how confidentiality operates within the legal process.
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